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THE SIGNATURE THEOREM FOR V-MANIFOLDS 
TETSURO KAWASAKI 
(Receiced 4 March 1977) 
IN THIS note we shall show a formula that expresses the signature of a V-manifold by 
characteristic numbers. The V-manifold was introduced by Satake[8]. It is a general- 
ization of the orbit space of a smooth finite group action over a smooth manifold. In 
this case the signature of the orbit space is expressed by: 
Sign (M/G) = 6 gTG Sign (g, M) 
Here L(g, M) is the equivariant L-class defined by Atiyah_Singer[4]. By choosing 
suitable metrics and connections, we can express L(g, M) in differential forms. These 
characteristic forms are defined locally. So we can expect that the above formula still 
has a sense for a space which is locally homeomorphic to an orbit space of above. 
type. That is our theorem. 
The method of our proof is so-called “heat kernel-zeta function method”. We are 
greatly indebted to the papers, Seeley[9], Atiyah, Bott and Patodi[2] and Gilkey [5]. 
Our theorem is closely related to the Lefschetz fixed point formulae. Many mathema- 
ticians have worked in this field: The results in 82 are actually included in Giikey[61 
and, as for the signature operator, our results are completely proved by Donnelly and 
Patodi[ lo]. But our computations are independent of their works and yield more 
explicit formula in general framework. For the precise informations of our com- 
putations, see Kawasaki [7]. 
91. STATEMENT OF THEOREM 
We shall begin this section by reviewing the definition of V-manifolds, see 
Satake [8]. To define V-manifold we shall introduce a few categories. We denote by JZ 
the category of connected smooth manifolds and open embeddings. (We call an 
embedding open if its image is open.) Then we define a category & (the category of 
manifolds with finite symmetries) as follows: The objects of & are the class of pairs 
(G, M) where M is a connected smooth manifold and G is a finite group acting 
effectively on A4. Let (G, M) and (G’, M’) be two objects. Then a morphism {cp}: 
(G, M)+(G’, M’) is a family of open embeddings cp: M+ M’ satisfying: 
(i) For each cp E {cp}, there is a group homomorphism A,: G + G’ that makes cp be 
A,-equivariant. 
(ii) If gcp(M) fl q(M) it 0 for some g E G’, then g is in the image of A,. 
(iii) G’ acts on the set {rp} simply transitively. ((gcp)(x) = g’cp(x), for x E M and 
g E G’). 
The morphism {(p} induces a unique open embedding i,: M/G + Ml/G’ of orbit 
spaces. We denote by 9 the category of connected topological spaces and open 
embeddings. Then we have a functor 9: & + .T defined by 9(G, M) = M/G and 
9{(p) = i,. 
Definition. Let X be a paracompact Hausdorff space and Ikt ‘3 be a covering of X 
consisting of connected open subsets. We assume % satisfies the condition: 
(*) For any x E II II U’, .U, U’ E %, there is U” E % such that x E U”C U fl U’. 
Let Y(a) be the subcategory of Y consisting of all the elements of all and the 
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inclusions. Then a V-manifold structure 
9 0 Y = I,,,, (the identity functor). 
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V is a functor 7/‘: 5(Q)+ & such that 
lf 0%’ is a refinement of Q satisfying (*). then there is a V-manifold structure 7r’: 
S(sl’) + As such that Y U “zr’: S(% U %‘)+ AIS is a V-manifold structure. We consider Y 
and ‘?f’ to be equivalent. Such an equivalence class is called a V-manifold structure over 
X. So we may choose ‘% arbitrarily fine. 
In the above definition we can replace M by a category of manifolds with an 
additional structure such as orientation, Riemannian metric or complex structure. We 
understand that the morphisms (and the symmetries) preserve the specified structure. 
So we can define oriented, Riemannian or complex V-manifolds. 
Let (X, 7r) be a V-manifold. For each U E %, we denote Y(U) = (Gu, 0). We are 
given an identification U = GIG”. We call G” a local transformation group and the 
whole system (G”, o)-* U as a local uniformizing system. If there is a specified 
coordinate on 0, we call U (or 0) a coordinate neighbourhood. 
Example. Let G be a Lie group and let M be a smooth manifold with a smooth 
G-action. We assume: 
(i) For any x E M, the isotropy subgroup G, is compact. 
(ii) For any x E h4, there is a smooth slice S, at x. 
(iii) For any two points x, y E M such that yE Gx, there are slices S, and S, such 
that GS, n GS, = 0. 
(iv) The dimension of G, is constant over M. 
Then the orbit space X = M/G is locally homeomorphic to S/G,. Over X we have a 
V-manifold structure 
vM/C = {(G/K, sx) + Sx/GJ,x, s,,. 
Here the indices move over all points x E M and all slices S, at x. K, is the normal 
subgroup of G, representing the principal orbit type. 
Remark. All V-manifolds are presented by the above example with G = O(n) 
(n = dim X) and K, trivial. 
Let (X, Ccr) be a V-manifold. We may assume, for each x E X,. there is a coordinate 
ne.ighbourhood U, of x such that v( 17,) = (G,, ox) is an open disk neighbourhood of 
the origin x in a linear representation (G,, R”). On an open dense subset of X, G, = { 1). 
We call such a point to be regular. If G,# {I}, x is called sing&r. The set XX of all 
singular points is not a V-manifold in general. But we can consider. CX as an 
immersed image of a disjoint union of V-manifolds. There are two ways to do it. 
The first one is: Let (1) = (H:), (H,‘), . . ., (EZxu*) be all the orbit types of (G,, ox]. 
For y E U,, we may assume U C U,. Let {cp} = Y(U, C U,). Then each cp: U, + U, 
gives a unique homomorphism A,: G, + G,. Then we have a correspondence (H,‘)++ 
(r\,(H,‘)) = (H:). This correspondence is independent of the choice of cp in {cp}. 
Consider the set of pairs: 
ZU,={(y,(H,‘))lyECU,, i=1,2,....a,}. 
(We exclude i = 0). 
Take one representative Hyi E (H,‘). Then the pair (y. (Hyi)) determines exactly one 
orbit [y’] in ~~I,“~ by the action of the normalizor NdJH:). y and y’ are related by 
f = p(y), &(Hyi) = fI,‘. The correspondence (y, (H,‘))++[j] gives a homeomorphism 
2 CJ, = G fiIH~/NoJH~), (disjoint union). 
i=l 
So if we define: 
ZX = {(x, (Hi))lx E CX, j = 1,2,. . ., a,}, 
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then $X has a V-manifold structure Yz, defined by: 
?f%Y = {(&,(Hli)/H,I, Ox,“:)+ ~~,y’ING,(H:)}(,.u,.i,. 
The canonical map 7r: 2X +ZX defined by (x, (Hx’)+x is surjective. A point 
(x, (H,‘)) in fX is called generic if G, = H:. The set 2X,.. of all generic points is open 
dense in 2X. The map r@XBe,: SX,,. +xX is bijective. So we have a partition into a 
disjoint union of smooth manifolds: 
x = Xreg u 2X,,“. 
We call this partition the canonical stratification of X. 
The other way to resolve ZX is: Let (1) = (hz), (h,‘), . . ., (hxPr) be all the conjugacy 
classes of elements of G,. Consider the set of pairs: 
$X = {(x, (hLj))lx E XX, j = 1,2, . . ., pJ. 
By a similar argument as before, we have: 
Eu, = G ~&Zc,(h,‘). 
j-l 
(Zd,(hj) is the centralizer of h:‘ in G,). 
Then we have a V-manifold structure Yxx on 3X defined by: 
Here K: is the kernel of the rzpresentation Z,,(h))+ Diffeo( o?). The number mlK:‘l 
is called the multiplicity of ZX in X at (x, (hi)). To each h E G,, we can assign a 
subgroup H such that (Z-Z) z (H:‘) for some j and oh = 0”. This correspondence 
gives the canonical map n’: ZX+zX. In genera!, n’ is not injective nor surjec$ve. 
Now we have .V-manifolds (SF, ‘Yfx) and (2X, ‘Y~x), the canonical maps X.X-, 
SX + x:X and the mul$plicity m: ZX+Z+. The map m is locally constant. So to each 
connected component CX,(i = 1,2,. . ., c) of 5X, we can assign a number mi = m(fX;) 
called the multiplicity of SXi in X. 
Next we shall define V-bundles. We regard a smooth fibre bundle as a structure 
over a smooth manifold. It is pulled-back by an open embedding. We denote 8 the 
category of smooth fibre bundles and bundle maps over open embeddings. Then we have 
the category 8s of smooth fibre bundles with finite symmetries. The object of kYs is a 
smooth fibre bundle E + A4 with an effective action of a finite group GE. GE acts on M 
but not effective, in general. So the forgetful functor 9: &Ys + ./us defined by (GE, E --, 
M)H(G, M) may reduce the symmetry. 
Definition. Let (X, Sr) be a V-manifold. A V-bundle $2 over (X, Y) is a functor 9: 
Y(U)+ %s such that 9 0 9 = ‘3f. If Sl(S(%)) does not reduce the symmetry, we call 6% to 
be proper. 
For each U E Q, we denote 93(U) = (GUE, 8, + 0). If U C U’, U, U’E %, then 
%I( U C U’) is a family {a} of bundle maps @: 8, + &. The family {Q} induces a unique 
open embedding io: &iGuE + &IGUsE of orbit spaces. By these embeddings we can glue 
together all i$/GUE’s (U E Q): 
E(93) = ( & &/GUE)/“i~[uI - [II]“. 
E = E(B) is called the total space of $2). The projections et,: ,?& + 0 induces a map 
p: E + X called the projection of 59. In general p: E + X is not a fibre bundle. 
Examples. (I) Tangent V-bundle. Let (X, V) be a V-manifold. Then the tangent 
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V-bundle (TX, .5BBT?() is defined by: 
W,(U) = (CU. To-+ 0). U E %. 
This is a proper V-bundle. For a Riemannian V-manifold the exponential map 
TX + X x X is well-defined near the zero-section. But is is not locally homeomorphic 
at the singularity. 
(II) Normal V-bun+ of 2X and EX. Let (X, Y) be a V-manifold. Then we have 
V-manifolds 2X and ZX. The normal V-bundles (v($X), 3~~sx,) and (v(iX), 93’,ctx,) 
are defined by: 
2&tsx,(&H~/N~,(H,i)) = (N&-Z:), v(~~,“~ c 0)). 
93 .,Ix,(~~4Z,,(hi)) = (Zo,(h:‘), v( O:xi c 0,). 
These are non-proper V-bundles. 
We consider sections of a V-bundle E + X. A section s: X + E is called smooth 
(or CL) if for each U E % sl U is covered by a smooth (or Ck) section SU: 0 + &. Sv 
is uniquely determined by the map s. We denote by (evk(X; E) the set of all Ck 
(smooth if k = 0~) sections. If E + X is a vector V-bundle, then Cevk(X: E) forms a 
vector space. Let nvp = %,“(X; ApT*X) be the vector space of all smooth sections of 
the associated V-bundle of the pth exterior power of the cotangent V-bundle of X. 
The elements of flvp are called the difierential p-forms over X. For U E 4!& a p-form 
over U is a usual GU-invariant p-form over 0. So we have the exterior differentiation 
d: fIvp +,g+‘. If X is oriented, we can define the integration of an n-form over X. 
Locally it corresponds to the integration over a fundamental domain. 
PROPOSITION. There is a natural isomorphism between the pth singular cohomology 
group HP(X; R) of topological space X and the pth de Rham cohomology group of 
V-manifold (X, ‘If): 
P+l 
HP(X; R) ~ kernel [d: flvp -+fb 1 
image [d: fi,p-‘+f2,p]’ 
The exterior products in fit correspond to the cup products in H*(X; R). 
Like a V-manifold with a structure, we can define V-bundles with connections. 
For a vector V-bundle with a linear connection we have characteristic forms by Weil 
homomorphism. The cohomology class of a characteristic form is independent of the 
choice of the connections. So we have the Euler class for oriented vector V-bundles. 
the Chern.classes for complex vector V-bundles and the Pontrjagin classes for real 
vector V-bundles. 
Remark. Characteristic classes are also defined through the transgressions in the 
Serre spectral sequences with Q-coefficients of associated Stiefel V-bundles. So the 
above characteristic classes are defined over the rationals. 
Now we can state the Theorem. Let (X, V) be an oriented closed V-manifold. Let 
U E Q be a coordinate neighbourhood. Then the choice of g in GU corresponds to the 
choice of the coordinate neighbourhood fig in 2X. So the local formal sum 
x L(g. f.?) defines a characteristic class L(TX) + L” of the vector V-bundle TX U 
PEGI,' 
&X)@TiX over X U 3X. 
THEOREM. Let (X, ‘If) be an oriented closed V-manifold. Then the signature of the 
rational homology manifold X is gicen by: 
Sign (Xl = (UTX), [Xl) + 2 y$ (Lx., [EXil>* 
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Remark. Since L(TX) is defined over the rationals, the first term of the right hand 
side is rational. 
COROLLARY. Let M be an oriented Riemannian (4k - I)-dimensional closed smooth 
manifold. Zf M is bounded by a Riemannian V-manifold X with a product metric near 
the boundary, then the T-invariant au(O) of M [3] is given by: 
77YW = I X UTX) + 2 k (Lx, [XXil) - Sign (XI. 
92. ANALYTIC LEFSCHETZ FIXED POINT FORMULA 
As we have seen in the introduction, the signature theorem for V-manifolds and 
the G-signature theorem are closely related. To prove the Theorem for V-manifolds, 
we have to prove G-signature theorem without using global theories such as cobor- 
dism theory or K-theory. 
We shall begin this section under a general framework. Let M be a closed 
manifold of dimension n and let g be an element of a compact transformation group 
over M. Let E+ M be a g-equivariant complex vector bundle. We assume that there 
is a g-invariant smooth measure over M and there is a g-invariant Hermitian fibre 
metric over E so that we have an inner product on the vector space %“(M; E). Let 
z2(M; E) be the completion of this space. Consider a g-invariant, self-adjoint, 
positive-definite, elliptic pseudo-differential operator A of positive order m, operating 
over %Y(M; E). We consider A as an operator over 9*(M; E). Then the spectrum 
spec (A) of A is a closed discrete set in C. consisting of positive real eigenvalues and 
_Y2(M; E) decomposes into a Hilbert direct sum of finite-dimensional eigenspaces of 
A: 
_Y*(M;E)= @ MA. 
AEspcc(A) 
We define an analytic function &‘(z) by: 
lAg(z) = c h’ tr (glM,), Re (mz) < -n. 
.&\Espec (A) 
Consider the complex powers {AL}rEC of the operator A [9]. For Re (z) < 0, the 
operator A’ is defined by: 
Az=& r~‘(A-A)-‘dA* 
‘I 
Here r is a path beginning at -00, passing along the negative reals to a small circle 
around the origin, then clockwise around the circle and back to --oo along the negative 
reals. By the relation A’+’ = A’A, the family {A’} is analytically continued to an entire 
family. The operator A’ is a pseudo-differential operator of order mz. So, for 
Re (mz) < -n, A’ has a continuous kernel K,(x, y). Then &‘(z) is given by: 
lA’(z) = j-/ tr [k-‘7 l)Kz(gx, X)1. 
In’ [9], Seeley computed the analytic continuation of K,(x, y). A little more 
complicated computation shows: 
THEOREM. Let A be a g-invariant, self-adjoin& positive-definite, elliptic pseudo- 
differential operator of positive order m. Then : 
(i) cAKAg(z) is analytically continued to a meromorphic function over C. All poles are 
simpleandatz=(j-n,)/m,j=0,1,2 ,..., n,=dimM’. 
(ii) At z = 0 the residue of CAB(z) vanishes. The value LA’(O) is given by: 
TOP VOL. 17 NO. I-r 
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Here 2,” is a smooth measure over M*. It is explicitly given by a formula in the 
symbol of A. 
We shall describe this formula. Let p be a point in &I* and let U be a g-invariant 
coordinate neighbourhood of p in M. Let x = (x1, x’, . . ., x”) be the coordinate and let 
. . ., &) be the dual coordinate. Then we have the symbol a,,(A) of A over 
au(A) = go A:-,& z‘) 
Ak,tx. 5) is a Horn (E,, E,)-valued smooth function in (x, 6) and it is homogeneous of 
degree rn - j in the variable .$ for ll[ll z I. We put: 
A,“(x, 5; A) = A,nU(x, 5) - AI, 
AZ-,(x, e; A) = A,${x. 5). if j > 0. 
We consider B A${x, 5; A) as a symbol with parameter A. Let Z B&-,(x, 6; A) be its 
symbolical inierse. Then B!,,_,{x, 5; A) is well-defined for A in a ieighbourhood of the 
negative reals (including r). We may assume the action of g on x is linear, or more 
strongly: 
(i) The coordinate x decomposes into x’= (x,, x2) = (xl’, x1’, . . . , xl”‘, x2’, 
x22, . . ., x29) such that Ug is defined by x2 = 0 and g acts on x2 by an orthogonal 
matrix gB. 
(ii) Over U, there is a trivialization ElU = U x Ck and g acts on Ck by a unitary 
matrix gs. 
Now B-U,_j(x, 6; A) = B-U,_j(X~, ~2, [‘, 6’; A) is a (k x k)-matrix values smooth function. 
(t’, t2 are the dual coordinate of xl, x2 respectively). For a multi-index Q” = 
(a;, ai’, . . . , (Y:~), we put: 
I 
a”! = ar;‘cr;l la”, = * . . . . a:,!*,, 
a;+al+. . .+a.,, 
p&) = “the Lebesgue measure of the unit sphere IlS’ll= 1”. 
We introduce a new coordinate y2 = ga-‘(I - gs)x2. Then, over U, 2,” is expressed by: 
tr kE’1 
det (I - ga)’ 
ifn,=O, 
z4” = (*?r)-n, * I det (1 -a) D$P”‘(x,, 0) ldx,l, if 0 < n, < n, 
I (2T)-” tr [gE”P’(x)] (dx 1, if nI = n, 
Now we consider the relation between the index and the zeta function. Let E, F 
be two g-equivariant complex vector bundles over M and let D: %“(M; E)+ 
%“(M; F) be a g-invariant elliptic pseudo-differential operator of non-zero order. 
Assume there are g-invariant Hermitian fibre metrics over E and F. Then we have 
two self-adjoint, positive-semidefinite, elliptic operators A, = D*D and A2 = DD*. So, 
for a positive real U, we have &+.l(z), i = 1,2. Then we have: 
U’ ind (g, D) = G,+.l(z) - SX,+yl(z). 
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Put z = 0 and take the limit as ~10, then: 
ind (g. D) = d(Z4, - ZXJ. 
This formula generalizes the Lefschetz fixed point formula by Atiyah and Bott[l]. 
When D is the sign,ature operator we can go further. Let M be an oriented closed 
Riemannian manifold. Then we have the signature operator D,: fl’+R- and its 
adjoint DT = II_: 0--R+. We put A+ = D-D, and A_ = D+D_, then: 
Sign (g, M) = 
I 
d(Z4, - ZU. 
M’ 
Let Y be the normal bundle of M8 in M. Then, if we change the orientation of Mg 
or the orientation of v, the measure Zi+ - Zq_ changes its sign. So we can conclude 
that the measure Zi+- Zs_ is, in fact, an n,-form over M8 with values in the 
orientation sheaf of u. We denote it by 3(g, M). It is independent of the orientations. 
Recall Zi, are determined by the symbols of A, over a neighbourhood of M’. We 
fix an identification of a tubular neighbourhood of MR and the normal bundle Y. We 
assume that, over v; the Riemannian metric on M is equal to the Riemannian metric 
over the total space of Y induced from a Riemannian metric -y. on MB, a fibre metric h 
of v and a metric connection V of v. Then a structure (yo, h, V) over Y determines an 
n,-form _Y’(g, M) over the base space M g. The action of g decompose v into the 
Whitney sum of eigenspaces: 
v= @ vs. 
o<esn 
v, is a real vector bundle with eigenvalue -1 and v0 (0 C 0 < P) is a complex vector 
bundle with eigenvalue e”. h and V also split h = @he and V = @V,. So, if we are 
given a Riemannian manifold (MB, yo), a real vector bundle v, over MB with a fibre 
metric h, and a metric connection V,, and complex vector bundles ve over Mg with 
Hermitian fibre metrics he and metric connections Vg, then we have an n,-form 
3’(g, M) over Mg with values in the orientation sheaf of v,,. 
Now, our expression of ZTR shows that 2?(g, M) is a regular local invariant of 
(My, yo), (v,, h,, V,) and (Q, he, VB)‘s. Then by Gilkey[5] or by a direct computation 
analogous to Atiyah, Bott and Patodi[2], we have: 
“9(g, M) is given by a universal polynomial in the Pontrjagin forms of (Mg, yo), 
the Euler form and the Pontrjagin forms of (v,, V,) and the Chern forms of (Q, V,) 
for 0 < 8 C 3r.” 
We can determine this universal polynomial by examining over the complex pro- 
jective spaces with lunar g-actions. The result is the well-known G-signature theorem: 
Sign (8, M) = (Ug, ML [Mgl). 
In this form, the both sides are independent of metrics or connections. 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
For a while we shall consider a general theory of elliptic operators over V- 
manifolds. Let (X, 7r) be a V-manifold and let E, F be (complex) vector V-bundles 
over X. First we define smoothing operators. We denote g = Horn (E, (A”(), that is, the 
tensor product of the dual V-bundle E’ of E and the line bundle (A”1 of measures over 
X. So a section CL of l? gives a measure (CL, a) for a section u of E. Consider the 
external tensor product FEI ,?? over the V-manifold X x X. A C’-section K(x, y) of 
FRI I? gives an operator T: %‘D,,(X; E)+ gvk(X; F) defined by: 
Tu(x) = I d,Mk Y ), 4~ 1). X 
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We call K the kernel of the operator T and we call T a smoothing operator if k = 03. 
We call a linear map D: %‘“,(X; E)+ VV”(X; F) to be a pseudo-differential 
operator of order m if, for each U E bu, there is a Gu-invariant pseudo-differential 
operator fit,: U,“( 0; 8,) + %“( 01; FU) of order m such that: For any smooth partition 
of unity {cp~} subordinate to % and a family {+u} of smooth functions satisfying 
cput+Qu = cpu and supp Jlu C U, the difference D-B cp,,I& is a smoothing operator. 
Let D be a pseudo-differential operator of ordUer m. If Re (m) < -n - k, then the 
operator D has a C’-kernel (k = 0, 1,2,. . .). In fact, each fir_, has a C&-kernel R&Z, 9) 
over 0 x 0, then 
Kdx, Y) = c tg-‘9 l)R”W, y’), (xv Y)E u x u 
8EGU 
is the kernel of the operator Du: Ce&,( U; El U)+ (eV”( U; FI U). 
If each 6u is elliptic or order m, we call D to be elliptic or order m. For an elliptic 
pseudo-differential operator, we can construct a parametrix. So, if X is compact, we 
can define the index of an elliptic operator D: 
ind (D) = dim N(D) - dim N*(D), 
N(D) = {a E Ce,“(X; E,IDcr = 0). 
N(D) = %P(X; F)/{Dalu E U;(X; E)}. 
Now we consider about zeta functions. We assume that there is a Hermitian fibre 
metric over E and there is a volume over X so that we have a Hermitian inner 
product over VV”(X; E). Let A: U,“(X; E)+ %;(X; E) be a self-adjoint, positive- 
definite, elliptic pseudo-differential operator of positive order m. Then we have the 
complex power A’ and the zeta function l*(z) defined by: 
h’(A - ,I)-’ dA, Re (z) < 0, 
&(z) = tr A”, Re (mz) < -n. 
A’ is a pseudo-differential operator of order mz. For each U E %, (A’)” is an operator 
given by the symbolical complex power of the symbol of &. For Re (mz) < -n, A’ 
has a kernel Kz(x, y) and we have: 
&(z) = /xd tr K(x, ~11. 
So, upto a smoothing operator, we can compute the kernel KJx, y). We consider the 
analytic continuation. Then, by the same computation as in 52, we have: 
THEOREM. Let A be a self-udjoint, positive-definite, elliptic pseudo-differential 
operator of positive order. Then: 
(i) LA(z) is analytically continued to a meromorphic function over C. All poles are 
simple at z = (j - n)/m, j = 0, 1.2, . . . . 
(ii) At z = 0, the residue of l,,(z) vanishes. The value CA(O) is given by: 
Here 2, + ZAP is a smooth measure over X U 5X defined by the formal sum: 
(ZA + ZAV" = ,Z” 22”. u E w 
Let D: UV”(X; E)+ VV”(X; F) be an elliptic pseudo-differential operator of non-zero 
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order. We put A, = D*D and A2 = DD*. Then we have: 
ind (D) = Ixd(% - zAz) + $, k It, W’:, - zf2). 
- I 
Now we return to the original situation: Let X be an oriented closed Riemannian 
V-manifold of even dimension. Then we have the signature operator D,: flv+-+Q; 
which is defined locally by the usual signature operators. Since the *-operator in 0% 
induces the Poincar& duality as a rational homology manifold, we have: 
“gn fx) = ind (D+) = I, d(ZA+ - zA_) + $, 6 I,, d(Z:+ - z;_). 
We know ZA, - ZA_ and Z:, - Z:_ in terms of characteristic forms, assuming that the 
Rismannian metric y on X is induced from the Hermitian normal bundle structure of 
v(ZX). So we have to choose y to satisfy the assumption in 82 at the same time for all 
g E Gv. But this is always possible by constructing 
dimensional strata of the canonical stratification of X. 
y inductively from the lower 
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